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Abstract

Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is becoming one type of major next generation wireless networks. Nevertheless,

it easily suffers from various attacks due to its specific characteristics. In order to evaluate and measure the security

of MANET in real time and make this network react accordingly, a promising alternative is to integrate detection

mechanisms that play a role of the second line of defense to detect attacks in MANETs. We note that in most

attack detection mechanisms, it is essential and crucial to collect the data related to security for further analysis.

If security-related data collection is untrustworthy, attack detection and security measurement might be impacted

and disabled. Unfortunately, few existing studies concern security-related data collection in attack detection for

the purpose of trustworthy security measurement. The literature lacks a thorough survey on security-related data

collection for attack detection and security measurement in MANETs. In this paper, we propose a number of

requirements for trustworthy security-related data collection, and then review detection mechanisms in MANETs

that were published in recent 20 years. In particular, we employ the proposed requirements as a set of criteria to

evaluate the existing work about security-related data collection. Based on the survey and evaluation, we identify

a number of open issues and point out future research directions.

Keywords: MANETs, Security Measurement, Intrusion Detection, Data Collection

1. Introduction

MANETs allow wireless devices (called nodes) to communicate with each other in mobility through local wireless

connections. There are two major communication scenarios in MANETs: 1) If two nodes are located at the

transmission range of each other, they can employ their transceivers to exchange messages directly; 2) When two

nodes cannot communicate directly, other nodes cooperatively help forward packets and these nodes are referred to

as mobile routers. MANETs exhibit several specific characteristics. First, they have no fixed infrastructure. Second,

nodes share common communication media (i.e., limited bandwidth). Third, the network topology of MANETs is

dynamic due to a number of reasons (e.g., node mobility). Fourth, the battery power of nodes is constrained. Fifth,

nodes have a low physical security level. Sixth, there is no management center. As a consequence, MANETs easily

suffer from different kinds of security attacks.
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Security-related data collection for attack detection in MANETs becomes essentially crucial in order to evaluate

and measure the real-time security of MANET and make this network react accordingly. It is promising to integrate

various detection mechanisms that can be regarded as the second line of defense to detect attacks in MANETs. We

note that in most attack detection mechanisms, it is essential to collect security-related data for further analysis.

If security-related data collection is untrustworthy, attack detection and security measurement might be disabled.

Mainly, untrustworthy security-related data collection will lead to distrustful detection results and wrong security

measurement. For example, if security-related data are modified intentionally or unintentionally during their col-

lection (i.e., generation, transmission, and storage), a false result could be produced. Unfortunately, many studies

[1, 2, 3] of attack detection aim to design detection and reaction methods based on collected security-related data,

but they seldom concern how to collect security-related data of high quality securely, efficiently and in a stable

manner and achieve privacy at the same time. In addition, although there exist several surveys [4, 5, 6, 7] on attack

detection, they mostly focus on the architecture, analysis and performance of detection methods and still neglect

trustworthy security-related data collection.

In this paper, we study trustworthy security-related data collection in MANETs for the purpose of attack

detection and security measurement. We first formulate a number of requirements in terms of trustworthy security-

related data collection. Then, we offer a thorough review of detection mechanisms in MANETs, which were reported

in recent 20 years. We employ the proposed requirements as criteria to evaluate the existing work about security-

related data collection. Based on the survey and evaluation, we point out a number of open issues and propose

future research directions. Specifically, the contributions of this survey are listed as follows:

• We propose the essential requirements of security-related data collection for achieving trustworthy attack

detection and security measurement.

• We provide a holistic summary of the main attacks in MANETs and perform a thorough review of the detection

mechanisms involving security-related data collection.

• We comprehensively summarize the types of security-related data that should be collected for the detection

of various attacks in MANETs. Such data could serve as a significant reference for measuring the security of

MANETs.

• We identify a number of open issues by employing the proposed requirements as criteria to evaluate the current

literature.

• In particular, we point out that trust evaluation is missing in the existing literature with respect to security-

related data collection for trustworthy attack detection and security measurement. This motivates our future

research efforts.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the requirements with regard to trustworthy security-

related data collection. In Section 3, we first summarize the main attacks in MANETs. Then, we review single

point detection mechanisms and intrusion detection systems against the main attacks. We evaluate the existing work

about security-related data collection by employing the proposed requirements as evaluation criteria. In Section 4,
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a number of open issues and future research directions are formulated. Finally, we conclude the paper in the last

section.

2. Requirements on Security-Related Data Collection

In this section, we analyze some threats that might exist in security-related data collection, and correspondingly

propose requirements behind trustworthy security-related data collection. In any detection mechanism, if the

collected security-related data for detecting an attack fail to represent a real-time local scenario (e.g., fabricated

data) or are not enough to ensure the accuracy of detection, the detection analysis yields an incorrect result, which

disables the real-time security measurement of MANETs. Therefore, it should be ensured that the security-related

data generated by a data provider fully reflect the real-time local scenario, this data provider transmits the data

to a detector (i.e., data collector) securely, efficiently and in a stable manner, and this detector stores the data

securely. In addition to those, some other threats (e.g., privacy disclosure) also should be taken into consideration

since an attacker might set up future attacks by utilizing related vulnerabilities. As a result, some requirements

can be elicited as follows.

2.1. Trustworthiness of Security-Related Data (TSRD)

The accuracy of attack detection and security measurement highly depends on the trustworthiness of security-

related data [8, 9, 10, 11]. A data provider might offer false data due to objective circumstances (e.g., hardware

failure). Possibly, the false data might be provided intentionally. For example, a compromised data provider mostly

provides false data in order to avoid being detected. In many detection mechanisms, a positive detection result

provided by a detector (e.g., a source or destination node) can trigger the reaction mechanism of networks. In some

detection mechanisms, an alarm coming from a detector contributes to a final detection result, which, for example,

can be determined via voting.

For simplicity, here we only consider the trustworthiness of the security-related data at the end of a data provider.

It is worth stressing that these data can be categorized into two classes: the original data for the detection of a

detector whose positive detection result triggers the reaction mechanism directly, and the alarm data that reflect

the positive detection result of a detector and contribute to a final detection result determined by several detectors.

Accordingly, we divide the trustworthiness of security-related data into the trustworthiness of original data (TO)

and the trustworthiness of alarm data (TA).

2.2. Confidentiality (Co)

The confidentiality [12] of sensitive security-related data should be ensured, especially in a hostile environment.

Some sensitive security-related data should not be revealed to any unauthorized parties, since an attacker attempts

to employ the obtained sensitive data to launch future attacks.

2.3. Privacy (Pr)

Privacy [13] with regard to identity privacy, location privacy, and route privacy should be considered to avoid

potential attacks.
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As for the identity privacy (IPr), the identities of a source node and a destination node en route should not be

revealed to anyone except themselves. In other words, both communication parties (i.e., the source node and the

destination node) have an idea about the identity of each other, but any other nodes do not know the identities

of these two parties. Additionally, the source node and the destination node should have no knowledge about the

identities of any intermediate nodes en route.

With respect to the location privacy (LPr), the exact locations of source and destination nodes first should

not be disclosed to anyone. Second, an arbitrary node, even an intermediate one, should not know the number

of hops from the source node or the destination node. Generally, the identity and location privacy of the source

and destination nodes should be ensured. For example, if an attacker knows there is a 1-hop distance between the

source node and itself, directional antennas can be employed to determine the exact location of the source node

such that the location privacy is violated seriously, and in a battle field even a physical attack might be launched.

In regard to the route privacy (RPr), three properties are required as follows. Firstly, anyone is not allowed to

trace traffic flows to discover a source node or a destination node. Secondly, it is infeasible for anyone not existing

en route to derive any part of the route. Finally, an attacker is not allowed to deduce the transmission and motion

model of both the source and destination nodes.

2.4. Integrity (In)

As a basic security property, the integrity [14] ensures that security-related data cannot be modified when

being transmitted and stored once generated. If the data are modified intentionally by an attacker when being

transferred or stored, a detector inevitably might derive a false detection result, which ultimately impacts the

security measurement of MANETs.

2.5. Authentication (Au)

A receiver is required to verify the source (i.e., data provider) of received security-related data [14]. If the

receiver cannot determine the source, an attacker might employ this vulnerability and primarily might set up

an impersonation attack, where the attacker impersonates a legitimate or authorized node to provide false data.

Consequently, a detector might use the false data to execute detection analysis, which mostly could decrease the

accuracy of security measurement.

2.6. Non-Repudiation (NR)

Anyone can verify truth if a repudiation occurs [12, 15]. Concretely, a receiver can ensure that anyone verifies

if a node is the source of received security-related data. For example, after abnormal data have been recognized, a

related data provider receives penalty (e.g., isolation), and thus the identified data provider should not be allowed

to deny that it is not the data source. Based on the usage of security-related data, the non-repudiation is also

comprised of two classes, i.e., the non-repudiation of original data (NRO) and the non-repudiation of alarm data

(NRA).
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2.7. Real Time (RT)

Real time reflects the high efficiency of security-related data collection [16]. In other words, a data collector

receives security-related data as quickly as possible once a data provider sends them. The real time of security-

related data collection assists the real-time security measurement of MANETs, and thus can help to reduce the loss

introduced by security threats, attacks and intrusions as much as possible. After all, the requirement of real time

allows MANETs to improve the performance in terms of self-purifying and prevention.

2.8. Stability (St)

The stability of security-related data collection refers to the ability that security-related data can reach a data

collector from a data provider [17, 18]. There are some reasons why the data collector fails to collect the data, such

as network congestion and the selfishness of data forwarder. Provided that sufficient data cannot arrive at the data

collector, a computed detection result is not trustworthy, which negatively impacts the security measurement of

MANETs.

2.9. Synchronization (Sy)

Synchronization [19, 20] requires that all involved data providers generate security-related data simultaneously

for attack detection. If this property cannot be achieved, a detection result inevitably deviates from the true one.

3. Detection Mechanisms in MANETs

The attacks in MANETs can be categorized into two main classes: passive attacks and active attacks. In the

passive attacks, attackers are honest but curious. Namely, an attacker does not disrupt any operations in MANETs,

but attempts to derive valuable information by analyzing obtained data such as traffic flows. Nevertheless, the

passive attacks (e.g., traffic analysis) can be eliminated by prevention mechanisms such as cryptographic techniques

although it is not easy to discover them. With regard to the active attacks, they are the main attacks in MANETs

and the commonly encountered approaches to defeat them are detection and reaction mechanisms. According

to the Open System Interconnection (OSI) and Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), we

summarize the main attacks in MANETs as shown in Table 1, which are mainly reported in several mainstream

academic research databases: ACM Library, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, Springer Library, ScienceDirect and

Wiley Online Library. Then we review the related detection mechanisms published in recent 20 years in the above

databases. In general, they can be divided into two categories, namely single point detection mechanisms and

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs).

3.1. Single Point Detection Mechanisms

A single point detection mechanism is defined to detect one of main attacks. Here, we review existing single

point detection mechanisms against main attacks in MANETs, which highly involve security-related data collection.

We compare representative single point detection mechanisms in terms of when to perform security-related data

collection, who to provide, forward and collect security-related data, how to collect security-related data, the type

of security-related data in Table 2, and evaluate involved security-related data collection methods in Table 3 by

employing the proposed requirements.
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Table 1: Main Attacks in MANETs

Layers Main Attacks Description

Physical and MAC layer Jamming attack An attacker occupies the channel of victims to hinder their data transmission.

Network layer

Wormhole attack To increase the chance of participating in a route, two attackers can establish a wormhole via

in-band and out-of-band channel. In-band channel allows both remote attackers to collusively

forward routing packets through honest nodes between them and presents a 1-hop distance. By

using special hardware (e.g., cables), out-of-band channel can be established between two remote

attackers and achieves low latency.

Rushing attack An attacker employs various methods to take part in a route with the shortest delay. These

methods mainly include forwarding routing packets regardless of the delay of either MAC protocols

or routing protocols, flooding a large number of bogus Route Requests (RREQs) to make the

transmission queue of honest forwarders full, and high-power transmission.

Black hole attack Once becoming a part of a selected route, an attacker drops all received packets.

Grey hole attack As a part of a discovered route, an attacker drops packets selectively.

Packet dropping attack An attacker drops packets without an attempt to capture any route. This attack can be caused

by low battery, overload condition, selfishness, or deliberately dropping packets.

Sleep deprivation attack An attacker might interact with a victim legitimately but aims to make the victim stay out of a

sleep state, such that the victim’s lifetime is reduced extremely.

Sybil attack Due to the lack of centralized authorities, an attacker might send packets by using either random

identifications or the identifications of other legitimate nodes.

Transport layer
SYN flooding attack An attacker sends a lot of synchronous (SYN) packets to a victim but responds no final acknowl-

edgement, such that the backlog queue of the victim is filled with a lot of half open connection

states and the victim thereby denies future connections.

Man-in-the-middle attack The man-in-the-middle attack allows two legitimate nodes to communicate via an attacker, and

both of the legitimate nodes have no idea about the existence of the attacker. Therefore, the

attacker can control the link between these two legitimate nodes.

Application layer Worm attack The worm is one of the most dangerous programs, which can duplicate itself and adopt the vul-

nerability of hosts. In the propagation of the worm, each copy employs an IP address to determine

a next target, and a received worm code can be executed by this target. Hence, the worm attack

brings some serious results such as the denial of system service.

3.1.1. Detection Mechanisms against Jamming Attack

In [21], Strasser et al. identified the reason of individual bit errors in a received packet to determine whether

the packet is jammed or transferred in a poor channel. Concretely, there are external interferences if the bit error

in a packet appears in an error sample acquisition and a relative Received Signal Strength (RSS) value is high, and

the RSS value should be small if weak links introduce the error, which thereby can be employed to differentiate

the packet errors of interferences and weak links. When a receiver directly collects packets and RSS from a sender

(a neighbor of the receiver), a shared symmetric key between them is used to achieve the confidentiality. The

integrity, the authentication and the non-repudiation of original data are achieved by exchanging the sequence

generated by synchronized stream cipher. Moreover, the packets and RSS collection achieves the synchronization

since the sender transmits each bit of packet via signal. However, the authors failed to consider other requirements

(i.e., the trustworthiness of original data, the privacy, the real time and the stability). It is worth noting that the

trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data are not suitable for evaluating this security-
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related data collection, because the packets and RSS can be considered as original data and the alarm data do not

exist.

Xu et al. proposed a detection mechanism [22] by employing the principle that a jamming attack impacts the

distribution of carrier sensing time (i.e., the amount of time a detector spends on waiting for an idle channel). First,

when there is no jamming attack, a detector can obtain the distribution of carrier sensing time for a channel by

using historical records or theories. Second, the detector senses the channel in real time and measures the carrier

sensing time. Last, the detector compares the measured time with the distribution for identifying whether it is

jammed.

After a receiver obtains packets from a sender, it can compute a Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) expressed as

P/M , where P is the number of the received packets passing cyclic redundancy codes check and M is the number

of total received packets. The PDR can also help to detect the jamming attack. An experiment reported in [23]

showed that a PDR measured can reach 78% even when congestion is introduced. The PDR, however, drops sharply

when the jamming attack occurs. A poor link, a drain battery and other causes might introduce a false positive.

To overcome these flaws, the receiver is allowed to measure RSS and PDR simultaneously. If the RSS is high but

the PDR is low, there is a high possibility of the jamming attack.

In [24], Spuhler et al. proposed to compare an estimated PDR with a measured PDR from a sender for recognizing

the jamming attack. More specifically, during the signal synchronization of packet transmissions, a receiver can

estimate a PDR from a sender. Then, the receiver measures a PDR from the sender. Finally, it compares the

measured PDR with the estimation result to identify the jamming attack. When a receiver obtains packets and

computes an observed PDR, all the proposed requirements were not considered. Note that the PDR belongs to

original data and thus it is not suitable to employ the trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of

alarm data to evaluate the PDR collection due to non-existent alarm data. Also, the synchronization should not be

discussed since the receiver collects the PDR from a single sender instead of more senders for each time of detection.

The authors of [25, 26] considered the increase of the Euclidean distance (proportional to hop counts) between

a source node and a destination node to detect the jamming attack. Before the detection of jamming attack, a

source node has discovered multiple paths to the same destination node and obtained the shortest path for data

packet transmission by computing and comparing the distance of these discovered paths. If the jamming attack

occurs, an alternative route is chosen out of these paths to transmit packets and thus the hop counts of the used

route increase, which also increases the distance and implies the presence of the jamming attack.

To detect the jamming attack, Hamieh and Ben-Othman [27] employed the fact that the access to a channel of a

jammer depends on the access of active nodes and the dependence in a jamming state exceeds that encountered in

normal networks. Concretely, a transmission node first collects reception error time and reception correct time via

Media Access Control (MAC) protocol. Then, it computes the correlation coefficient value of the above collected

data to quantify dependence. Last, the computed value is compared to a preset threshold value to identify the

jamming attack.

To capture a channel, a DoS attacker modifies the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF)

standard and the MAC firmware code in the network interface card on its communication device. In order to detect

this kind of attack, the authors of [28, 29] employed the fact that the number of packets transmitted successfully by
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Figure 1: Route discovery delay [33]

a node is almost equal to the number of Clear-To-Send (CTS) packets received. Intuitively, during the data packet

transmission phase, a node collects and counts CTSs from destination nodes. Then, the node determines a threshold

value by studying the Markov chain. In addition, the node sorts the received CTSs according to destination MAC

addresses, and finally a moving average can be computed and compared with the threshold value, which thus helps

to identify a DoS attacker. However, during the collection of the number of CTSs, all the proposed requirements

were not considered. The trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data are not suitable

for the evaluation of the collection since the number of CTSs does not belong to alarm data but original data and

there exist no alarm data. Besides, the synchronization should not be taken into consideration, because a node

constantly collects and counts received CTSs from a single destination node instead of more destination nodes for

each time of detection.

A selfish node might misuse the IEEE 802.11 DCF to obtain more bandwidth, and thus might lead to the

DoS attack. In distinctly greedy behaviors, it is most profitable to manipulate a backoff value (i.e., operate on

a smaller Contention Window (CW) value) for increasing the probability of accessing a channel. Kyasanur and

Vaidya proposed a detection mechanism [30] by using a shared backoff value between a sender and a receiver.

First, a receiver informs a sender of a backoff value based on CTS and Acknowledgement (ACK). Second, in a next

transmission, the sender adopts the received backoff value. Finally, the receiver counts the number of the idle slots

between consecutive transmissions, and the sender is recognized if the number is less than a threshold value that is

extracted from the backoff value. In the detection mechanisms presented in [31, 32], a sender and a receiver agree

on a random number to ensure the fairness of accessing a channel.
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3.1.2. Detection Mechanisms against Wormhole Attack

To detect the in-band wormhole attack, Choi et al. adopted the fact that for a RREQ or Route Reply (RREP)

in Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol, traveling a wormhole link is slower than traveling a normal link [33].

Given a distance TR that a packet can travel without forwarding, the propagation speed Vp of a packet, and the

average velocity Vn of nodes, a Wormhole Prevention Timer (WPT) is denoted as WPT = 2 ∗ Vn ∗ TR/V 2
p . As

shown in Figure 1, source node S sends a RREQ to destination node D at time Ta and receives a RREP from D

at time Tb during the route discovery phase of DSR protocol. Therefore, after collecting the sending time and the

receiving time, the source node computes a time delay per hop, i.e., Delayperhop = (Ta − Tb)/Hopcount, and the

presence of a wormhole is confirmed if Delayperhop > WPT .

Statistical analysis of the end-to-end delay between a source node and a destination node can be employed to

detect the in-band wormhole attack without the requirement of synchronizing their time. A source node sends a

destination node a packet with the sending time. After receiving the packet, the destination node extracts the

sending time and thus computes an end-to-end delay denoted as the difference between the receiving time and the

sending time. Based on the parametric cumulative sum (P-CUSUM) [34, 35], the non-parametric cumulative sum

(NP-CUSUM) [36] and the central limited theory [37], the collected sequence of end-to-end delays can be analyzed

to recognize the in-band wormhole attack.

During the route discovery phase of DSR protocol, a secure routing protocol [38] requires a source node and a

destination node to authenticate the delay of a RREP and a RREQ, respectively to recognize the in-band wormhole

attack. First, a source node sends a destination node a RREQ with the sending time. Second, the destination

node receives the RREQ and thereby computes a delay due to the sending time and the receiving time. Third,

the destination node filters a duplicate RREQ whose delay per hop exceeds a cutoff value, and an accepted RREQ

is employed to update the cutoff value. Similarly, the source node authenticates the delay of RREPs from the

destination node to detect the in-band wormhole attack.

Packet leashes [39, 40] consist of a temporal leash and a geographical leash, which represent the expiration time

of a packet and a maximum allowed distance of a packet from a sender, respectively. Therefore, packet leashes can

restrict the transmission distance of a packet, and prevent the packet from traversing a longer path introduced by a

wormhole. First, when employing a temporal leash, a sender adds this leash and the sending time to a packet and

sends this packet. Second, a receiver obtains the packet and derives the leash. Last, the receiver uses the receiving

time to compare it with the leash and sending time for recognizing the wormhole attack. Similarly, when using a

geographical leash, a sender generates a packet including this leash, the sending time and its location information,

and then sends the packet. With the received packet, a receiver extracts the leash, the sending time and the location

information of the sender, and compares the extracted message with the receiving time and its location for detecting

the wormhole attack. When a receiver collects security-related data (i.e., packet leash, sending time, and location

information) from a sender, the trustworthiness (i.e., the quality) of collected security-related data was considered

since the sender restricts the transmission distance of a packet and should be trusted and authors introduced the

error. In addition, the integrity, the authentication and the non-repudiation of original data are achieved, because

authors employed a key to generate a message authentication code. The real time is achieved since an end-to-end

delay extracted due to the sending time and the receiving time is directly used to detect the wormhole attack.
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Figure 2: A two-end torch structure introduced by a wormhole [17]

Nevertheless, the confidentiality, the privacy and the stability were not considered, and authors did not consider the

synchronization of generating the sending time and the location information. It is noted that the collected data are

original data, and thus the trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data are not suitable

for evaluating the above collection due to non-existent alarm data.

Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) [41, 42] can help visualize a network by employing the distance of any pair

of neighbors and thus discover a torch structure to determine a fake link (i.e., wormhole link) [17]. First, a node

measures the distance to its neighbor based on a RSS value [43], and sends a value of this distance and its neighbor

list to a controller via an established route or flooding. Second, the controller computes the average of the distances

reported by any pair of neighbors. Third, based on the Dijkstra algorithm, the MDS and a smoothing algorithm,

this controller constructs a visual network. Finally, the controller computes the wormhole indicator of a node s,

max{counter of sNj , j = 0, . . . , k− 1}, where Nj is a neighbor of s and the counter is the number of two-end torch

structures formed by a link sNj . In more detail, there are two plane sets constructed by the neighbors of s and

Nj respectively, and a two-end torch structure is constructed as shown in Figure 2 if the angles between a link

sNj and the two planes, which are selected from the two sets respectively are both larger than 3π/8. When a

controller collects a distance and a neighbor list from flooding, the stability was considered since flooding improves

the probability that these security-related data arrive at this controller. However, authors did not consider other

requirements. Note that it is not suitable to employ the trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of

alarm data for evaluating the above collection since the distance and neighbor list can be regarded as original data

and there are no alarm data.

Each node can detect the out-of-band wormhole attack by finding forbidden substructures in its local connectivity

graph [44]. Each node first collects connectivity information coming from the upper layer protocols such as routing

protocol. If there is an out-of-band wormhole link, two node sets, whose members are located in the neighborhoods

of two endpoints of this link respectively consider each other as a neighbor. In the same set, two nodes might
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not be neighbors, but have common and independent (i.e., non-neighbor) neighbors in the opposite set. Then,

each node counts the common and independent neighbors. The out-of-band wormhole attack is identified if the

number of the common and independent neighbors exceeds a threshold value determined according to the unit disk

graph feature in a normal network graph. In the same scenario, after each node collected connectivity information,

removing a small part of the neighborhood of an out-of-band wormhole link [45] leads to the case that the remaining

neighborhood is disconnected and divided into two components.

In the Split Multi-path Routing (SMR) [46] protocol, any intermediate nodes are required not to consider the

incoming link of a duplicate RREQ. Based on the SMR protocol, Song et al. proposed to detect the wormhole attack

[47] by discovering a link that appears with an abnormally high frequency. First, in the route discovery phase of

SMR protocol, a destination node determines all available routes from a source node by collecting RREQs within a

fixed period. Second, the destination node computes the relative frequency of each link appearing in the discovered

routes, denoted as pi = ni/N , where ni is the number of the times that the i-th link appears in the discovered

routes and N is the number of links of all the routes. Also, it obtains an expression ϕ = (nmax − n2nd)/nmax,

where nmax is the maximum value in a set {ni} and n2nd is the second biggest value in the set {ni}. Last, a link

is regarded as a wormhole if both the maximum value of pi and ϕ are larger than threshold values, respectively.

Similarly, in WARP [48], a wormhole node can be recognized by its neighbors if its extreme competition ca-

pacity is shown in the route discovery phase of Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) protocol. In other

words, a node is a wormhole if it owns a high route-building rate that exceeds a preset threshold value. An

originator first sends a Route Reply Decision (RREP-DEC) along a routing path if it receives a RREP from this

route. Then, a node counts the received RREPs from its next hop neighbor and the RREP-DECs that it sends to

this neighbor. In addition, it computes the anomaly value change of the neighbor, i.e., (the number of RREP −

DECs)/(the number of RREPs+1), which represents the possibility that the neighbor is among the nodes in link-

disjoint multiple paths. As a result, the anomaly value change is compared with a threshold value for recognizing

the wormhole attack.

3.1.3. Detection Mechanisms against Rushing Attack

Hazra and Setua proposed a context aware trusted AODV protocol [49] for detecting the rushing attack [50,

51, 52, 53] that an attacker launches by ignoring the delay of MAC or routing protocols and adopting a large

transmission range (denoted as context-1 and context-2, respectively). It is worth noting that if a next hop node

of a node does not adopt the large transmission range but the node, the transmission between these two nodes is

unidirectional. In terms of context-1 detection, if a node (trustee) receives a RREQ in the route discovery phase

of AODV protocol, it immediately broadcasts a response (RQres) packet for this received RREQ, and its next hop

node (trustor) records the receiving time of this RQres. Then, the trustee broadcasts the received RREQ after

processing, and the trustor still records the receiving time of this RREQ. Finally, the trustee is disbelieved by

the trustor and obtains a low direct trust value if the delay between the receiving time of RQres and RREQ is

less than standard time. With respect to context-2 detection, after a trustor received a RREQ from a trustee in

the route discovery phase, it broadcasts a response (RQres) packet of this received RREQ. If the trustor cannot

receive a response packet of the RQres from the trustee within specific time, the trustee obtains a low direct trust
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value and is related to the context-2. In addition, a trustor can receive indirect trust values about a trustee from

recommenders. Therefore, the trustor can obtain the final trust value of a trustee by comprehensively considering

its historical trust value and direct trust value about this trustee, and the indirect trust values. Ultimately, the

trustor compares the final trust value with the threshold of 0.5 for determining whether it should forward the RREQ

from the trustee. When a trustor records the receiving time of RREQ, RQres, and response packet of RQres, the

trustworthiness of receiving time is achieved since a trustor should be trusted by itself and can employ standard time

and specific time to mitigate the time error introduced by objective reasons such as hardware failure. Moreover, the

trustworthiness of indirect trust value was also considered since the trustor contributes all received indirect trust

values from different recommenders to a final trust value and the majority of recommenders should be trusted. The

collection also achieves the real time requirement due to the specific timeout. However, other requirements were

not considered by the authors.

3.1.4. Detection Mechanisms against Black Hole Attack

In [54], Su proposed a detection mechanism based on the principle that in the route discovery phase of modified

AODV protocol an intermediate node only broadcasts a received RREQ but does not reply to this RREQ if it is

not a destination node. After monitoring that a non-destination intermediate node fails to broadcast a received

RREQ for a specific route but gives a reply, an IDS node increases the suspicion value of this node by 1. Therefore,

the IDS node considers the intermediate node malicious when this value exceeds a threshold value.

By using the fact that black hole nodes forward either no RREQs (single black hole) or few RREQs (cooperative

black hole) in the route discovery phase of AODV protocol, Imran et al. proposed a Detection and Prevention

System (DPS) [55]. Specifically, a DPS node can monitor whether its neighbor forwards a RREQ. Then, the DPS

node counts RREQs forwarded by the monitored neighbor. If the DPS node finds that the neighbor is with a

low rate of broadcasting RREQs, it increments the suspicion value of this neighbor. Last, the neighbor is deemed

malicious when the value exceeds some threshold value. However, the authors considered no available requirement

when designing the collection of the number of RREQs. Note that the number of RREQs belongs to original data,

the trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data are not taken into consideration due to

the non-existence of alarm data. Furthermore, the synchronization should not be considered since a DPS node

constantly collects the number of RREQs forwarded by a monitored neighbor for each time of detection.

To detect the black hole attack in AODV protocol, Biswas et al. allowed a source node to monitor whether a

discovered route feedbacks an ACK for a sent data packet [56]. First, a source node discovers some routes to a

destination node in the route discovery phase. Second, by employing the randomly assigned rank, the velocity and

the battery power of nodes in the discovered routes, the source node computes the trust value of these routes, and

then selects a route with the largest trust value for data packet transmission. Third, after sending a data packet

during the data packet transmission phase, the source node waits for an ACK coming from the destination node.

Fourth, once receiving the data packet, the destination node sends an ACK to the source node along the selected

route. Finally, if the source node fails to receive the ACK within specific time, it reduces the trust value of the

route, and a new route with the largest trust value is selected from the available routes for data packet transmission.

Yu et al. also proposed a detection mechanism [57] by employing each node to monitor the packet forwarding
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behavior of its neighbors. A node considers its neighbor suspicious if it finds that this neighbor fails to route any

data packets successfully from or through it. Additionally, when the receiving/transmission ratio of the suspicious

neighbor is high, the node sends a RREQ to a cooperative node selected from the neighbors of the neighbor, and a

route through the neighbor thus can be discovered. Then, the node sends a check packet to the cooperative node

and asks it whether the check packet is received or not. If the result is negative, the node requires all the neighbors

of the neighbor to cooperatively identify its malevolence.

Similarly, Djenouri and Badache presented a detection mechanism [58] by considering the packet forwarding

behavior of each node. Specifically, when transmitting a data packet in the data packet transmission phase, a node

(i.e., monitor) randomly requests its 2-hop node en route for an ACK. If an ACK is not received within standard

time, the node considers the presence of an intermediate node (i.e., its monitored 1-hop node) dropping data packets.

Then, by employing the Bayesian approach, the node increases the reputation of the monitored node without the

case of dropping data packets but otherwise reduces it. Also, the node makes a judgement after collecting some

observations (i.e., dropping data packets and no dropping data packets). Finally, the result of this judgement is

compared to a threshold value so as to determine the existence of the black hole attack. When a monitor collects an

ACK from a 2-hop node en route, the integrity, the authentication, and the non-repudiation of the collected ACK

are ensured due to the adoption of the encryption and decryption on a random number. Moreover, the real time

is ensured due to standard time. The stability was also taken into account since the packet forwarding behavior

of a monitored node is directly used for the detection of black hole attack. However, other requirements were not

considered. Obviously, the ACK does not belong to alarm data but original data, and thus the trustworthiness

of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data should not be taken into consideration. Additionally, the

synchronization should not be discussed, because the monitor collects the ACK from the 2-hop node en route for

observing the packet forwarding behavior of the monitored node.

In the TOpology Graph Based Anomaly Detection (TOGBAD) [59] developed for an Optimized Link State

Routing (OLSR) protocol, a modified cluster-based anomaly detector [60, 61] is employed to construct a topology

graph based on the routing and data packets of all nodes, and compares this topology graph with the number of

neighbors reported by each node for recognizing the black hole attack. First, a detector collects routing and data

packets from each node, and constructs a topology graph. Second, if a node receives a HELLO message, it extracts

the number of neighbors of this message’s originator, and sends the number to the detector. Finally, the detector

compares the received number with a number derived from the topology graph. As a consequence, an alarm is

triggered when a difference extracted from the comparison is greater than a threshold value.

In the route discovery phase of AODV protocol, a novel honeypot based detection and isolation approach

[62] allows a detector called honeypot to broadcast spoofed RREQs to attract replies from malicious neighbors.

Compared to an original RREQ, the spoofed one has two different fields: the identification of a non-existent node

and Time-To-Live (TTL) = 1. To participate in a route, a black hole neighbor feedbacks the reply with the highest

sequence number, and thus it can be recognized.
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Figure 3: Watchdog technique illustration [68]

3.1.5. Detection Mechanisms against Grey Hole Attack

To detect the grey hole attack in an AODV protocol, Sen et al. considered the packet forwarding behavior of

nodes [63]. If a node (detector) has not communicated with its neighbor recently, it further detects this neighbor.

In the further detection process, the detector first discovers a route passing the neighbor to some reliable neighbor

of this neighbor. Then, the detector sends a probe packet along the established route to the reliable node, and asks

this reliable node whether it has received the probe packet. If the reliable node fails to receive the probe packet,

the detector requires each neighbor of the suspicious neighbor to send three further probe packets for detecting the

suspicious neighbor. The suspicious neighbor is thereby deemed malicious when the three further probe packets are

dropped.

Gao and Chen proposed a detection mechanism [64] by using a checkup algorithm. First, in the data packet

transmission phase of DSR protocol, each node is required to generate evidence [65] on a forwarded packet. Second,

if a source node suspects the presence of the behavior of dropping data packets (e.g., it receives fewer packets from

a destination node than that under a normal circumstance), it initiates a checkup algorithm to return the evidence.

Last, the source node employs the returned evidence to trace a malicious node.

Gurung and Chauhan proposed the Mitigating Gray hole Attack Mechanism (MGAM) [66] by considering the

packet forwarding behavior of each node. In the data packet transmission phase of AODV protocol, several Grey

hole-Intrusion Detection System (G-IDS) nodes are employed to overhear the transmissions of their neighbors

and compute the difference of the number of data packets that each neighbor receives and forwards respectively.

Therefore, a G-IDS node compares the difference with a threshold value for recognizing the grey hole attack.

Nevertheless, the above presented mechanism was not considered to meet the requirements as specified in Section

2 for the collection of the number of data packets. Note that the number of data packets belongs to original data

and thus the trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data are not suitable for evaluating

the collection. In addition, the synchronization should not be considered since a G-IDS node continuously collects

the number of data packets from an individual neighbor for each time of detection.

In the route discovery phase of AODV protocol, a trust model [67] can evaluate the trust value of a route

based on traffic and select a route with a high trust value for data packet transmission, which helps to detect and

prevent the grey hole attack. First, each node (i.e., monitor) monitors the traffic of its neighbor and periodically

computes and broadcasts the trust value of it on the neighbor. Second, each common neighbor of the monitor and

the monitored neighbor also derives and broadcasts the trust value of it on the monitored neighbor at a regular

interval. Third, based on the received trust values, a source node can compute the trust value of a route including

the monitors and monitored nodes and choose the route with a high trust value for transmitting data packets.

However, any proposed requirements were not considered in traffic collection.
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(a) Route layout (b) Monitoring relation

 

(c) Alarm channel

Figure 4: SCM illustration [72]

3.1.6. Detection Mechanisms against Packet Dropping Attack

In [68], Marti et al. proposed a watchdog technique by considering that each node en route observes whether its

neighbors forward received packets. First, each node en route serves as a watchdog to monitor the transmissions of

its neighbors. As depicted in Figure 3, A saves the copy of a received packet from S and forwards it to B. When

B forwards the received packet to C, A also hears the packet from B since A is located at the transmission range

of B. Second, if A fails to hear the packet from B within fixed time, it decreases the confidence level of B by 0.05.

Otherwise, A increases the confidence level of B by 0.01. Last, when the confidence level of B is equal to 0, an

alarm is launched to discover a new route without including B.

A TWOACK technique [69] was proposed based on the fact that a node en route should receive a TWOACK

packet from its 2-hop node after sending this 2-hop node a data packet. In order to reduce communication burdens,

a mechanism named S-TWOACK allows the 2-hop node to send a TWOACK packet for acknowledging received

multiple data packets. If the node fails to receive the TWOACK packet within specific time, the link between its

1-hop node and the 2-hop node is suspected, and the node increments the number of misbehavior instances by 1.

Finally, the number of misbehavior instances is compared to a threshold value for determining the packet dropping

attack.

Based on the principle that a source node receives an ACK from a destination or sink node after sending a data

packet, Pu and Lim proposed a detection mechanism [70] against the packet dropping attack. First, in the data

packet transmission phase, a source node randomly chooses a node en route as a checkpoint node, and generates

and sends a data packet that includes a random number. Second, a node can know whether it is the checkpoint

node by using the one-way function and the map function [71]. Third, the checkpoint node and a destination node

send the source node ACKs respectively after receiving a data packet. Fourth, if a node en route fails to receive an

ACK or alarm packet from its downstream node within a certain time period, it sends a generated alarm packet

to the source node and retransmits the data packet. Another alarm packet is generated and sent if the node still

fails to obtain an ACK or alarm packet. Ultimately, the source node compares the number of the received alarm

packets to a threshold value. ACK or alarm packet collection ensures the real time since it adopts a certain time

period. Other presented requirements, however, were not considered during the ACK or alarm packet collection.

One notes that the synchronization should not be taken into consideration since a source node constantly collects

the ACK from checkpoint and destination nodes or the number of the alarm packets for detection.
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Using the principle that observers monitor the packet forwarding behavior of their neighbors, a Side Channel

Monitoring (SCM) scheme [72] was proposed to detect the packet dropping attack. In addition to a primary channel

(i.e., a selected route), a side channel is constructed by some neighbors of each node en route, and can transfer

alarm packets generated by these neighbors called observers. Assume nodes a0, a1, . . . , ak+1 form a route, where

a0 and ak+1 are a source node and a destination node respectively. As depicted in Figure 4(a), if ai−1 has sent ai

a packet, a set of observers denoted as Gi = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} monitors whether ai forwards the received packet to

ai+1. Figure 4(b) represents a monitoring relation. In Figure 4(c), when Gi finds that ai fails to forward the packet

towards ai+1 within specific time, it sends an alarm packet to a0 in reverse to the direction of relaying packets.

Last, a0 accumulates the received alarm packets for ai, and compares the number with a threshold value.

Also monitoring the misbehaviors (i.e., packet dropping attack) of forwarders en route, Lee and Choi proposed

a neighbor watch system [73]. In the data packet transmission phase, when the neighbor of a monitored node

en route collects data packets to check the behavior of the node, the integrity, the authentication and the non-

repudiation of original data are achieved due to the adoption of a shared key and a message authentication code.

Other presented requirements however were not taken into consideration. It is noted that the trustworthiness and

non-repudiation of alarm data should not be considered since the collected data are not alarm data but original

data. The synchronization also should not be discussed since the neighbor collects the data packets from the single

node instead of more nodes for each time of detection.

After a node collected the traffic of its neighbors, it can employ the flow conservation [74, 75, 76, 77] for rec-

ognizing the packet dropping attack. Anjum and Talpade proposed a practical approach [78] by analyzing and

correlating reported statistics on packets originated, received and forwarded. First, each node en route counts pack-

ets originated, received and forwarded. Second, it reports the obtained number to a coordinator node periodically.

Last, the coordinator node can analyze and correlate statistics extracted from the reports for identifying a malicious

node.

3.1.7. Detection Mechanisms against Sleep Deprivation Attack

In the route discovery phase, an attacker could send a victim a lot of RREQs, RREPs and (Route Errors) RERRs

to drain the battery power of the victim. Considering the detection of this kind of sleep deprivation attack, Sarkar

and Roy allowed a cluster head node to count control packets (i.e., RREQ, RREP and RERR) from its cluster

members [79]. In detail, when a source node in a cluster sends control packets to a destination node in another

cluster via the cluster head nodes of both the clusters, the cluster head node to whom the source node belongs

records the number of the control packets in a certain period. Therefore, the source node is deemed malicious if the

number exceeds a threshold value. In the route discovery phase of AODV protocol, when an attacker broadcasts

excessive RREQs, the route tables of nodes are overflowed. To overcome this flaw, Yi et al. proposed a detection

mechanism [80] based on that each node counts RREQs from its neighbors directly. Specifically, a node first

collects the number of RREQs from its neighbor. Then, the node computes a priority rule for the neighbor, which

is inversely proportional to the collected number. If the neighbor broadcasts excessive RREQs at a regular interval,

the priority rule for this neighbor is very low. Last, the node refuses future RREQs from the neighbor if the case

that the priority rule is too low appears frequently. Nevertheless, any presented requirements were not considered
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in [79, 80] when the number of these control packets is collected. Similarly, the trustworthiness of alarm data and

the non-repudiation of alarm data should not be considered since one deals with original data and there are no

alarm data. Moreover, a node collects the number of the control packets from its single neighbor for each time of

detection continuously, and thus it is not necessary to take the synchronization into consideration.

To launch the sleep deprivation attack in the route discovery phase of AODV protocol, an attacker broadcasts a

RREQ, which includes the IP address of a non-existent destination node. To detect this kind of attack, Chaudhary

et al. proposed a distributed and cooperative intrusion detection system [81] based on an adaptive neuro-fuzzy

inference system and a subtractive clustering method, which needs to collect some necessary features (i.e., the hop

counts of active nodes, the serial number of RREQs, RREPs, data packets and neighbors, and consumed batteries).

In a study [82], Martin et al. proposed a detection mechanism by using the fact that the power of a node in an

idle state is lower compared with the power of this node under the sleep deprivation attack. A node measures the

average power usage of a node in an idle state and under the sleep deprivation attack respectively. Therefore, the

difference of the average power usage can reflect the impact of the sleep deprivation attack and is thereby used to

detect this attack.

3.1.8. Detection Mechanisms against Sybil Attack

In [83], Piro et al. proposed a detection mechanism against the Sybil attack based on the fact that multiple

Sybil identities that a mobile node adopts should move consistently (i.e., these Sybil identities will be overheard or

not be overheard simultaneously). Specifically, an observer first counts intervals in which two nodes are observed

simultaneously and the number of periods in which either of the nodes is observed. Second, the observer computes

the affinity value between both the nodes by using the collected number. Third, the observer constructs a graph,

where a vertex and an indirect edge represent the identity of a node and the computed affinity value of each pair of

nodes respectively. Last, a depth-first search running over each vertex is employed to discover the largest connected

component (i.e., an attacker). During the collection of the number of intervals, the synchronization is achieved since

the interval represents the simultaneous appearance of two nodes or the appearance of one of both nodes. However,

other presented requirements were not considered reasonably. It is noted that the evaluation of the collection

does not employ the trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data, because the number of

intervals does not belong to alarm data but original data.

Also making use of the mobility of nodes, a detection mechanism [84] was proposed against the Sybil attack.

Similarly, all Sybil identities belong to a malicious node, and thus a watchdog node discovers all of the Sybil identities

simultaneously when the malicious node moves to the neighborhood of the watchdog node. Specifically, a watchdog

node owns a unique label, and it assigns its label to a discovered identity after ensuring that other watchdog nodes

did not discover this identity. In addition, the watchdog node computes the number of the identities that have

the same label. Last, if the number exceeds a threshold value, the identities are considered to belong to a Sybil

attacker.

Ssu et al. proposed a detection mechanism [85] based on the fact that the probability that two nodes have

exactly identical neighbors is low in a high density network. First, a node broadcasts a request message. Second,

after receiving the message, a neighbor of the node broadcasts a message. Third, each node who hears the message
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Figure 5: Detection mechanism based on traffic prediction [88]

replies to the neighbor. Fourth, the node records the identities of nodes whose replies it can hear. Therefore, the

node can have knowledge about the common neighbors of its each neighbor and itself. Last, the node computes the

number of times that an identity appears in the common neighbors, and thus a malicious node is determined if the

number is greater than a threshold value.

A detection mechanism [86] was proposed based on the principle that a node finds that the first RSS of a

legitimate node is low enough when the latter enters the radio range of the former. In detail, a receiver measures

RRS from other senders continuously. If the receiver finds that a new identity appears abruptly with high RRS,

it deduces that an attacker who is already located at its radio range creates the identity. Unfortunately, when

a receiver collects RSS from a sender, any proposed requirements were not taken into account. Note that the

trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data should not be considered since the receiver

does not collect alarm data but original data (i.e., RSS). Also, the synchronization is not suitable for the evaluation

of the RSS collection, because the receiver measures the RRS from its single neighbor (i.e., the sender) instead of

more neighbors for each time of detection constantly.

3.1.9. Detection Mechanisms against SYN Flooding Attack

Geetha and Sreenath proposed a detection mechanism [87] by directly analyzing the number of half open

connection states. At first, in the TCP of AODV protocol, a Multimedia Server (MS) collects the number of

received SYNs, sent ACKs and final acknowledgements. Then, the MS counts half open connection states. If the

number of the half open connection states is greater than a threshold value, the MS determines a malicious node.

By using a grey prediction model and a cumulative sum (CUSUM) algorithm, Wang et al. proposed a detection

mechanism [88] against the SYN flooding attack. First, a MS collects the number of received SYNs from clients in

the TCP. Second, as shown in Figure 5, the MS adopts a grey prediction model to predict SYN traffic flows with

the collected number. Third, based on these predicted SYN traffic flows, a CUSUM algorithm is employed to check

current SYN traffic flows for identifying the SYN flooding attack. However, an arbitrary presented requirement

was not considered properly during the collection of the number of SYNs. We should not take into account the

trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data since we consider that the number of SYNs

does not belong to alarm data but original data. Moreover, a MS continuously records the number of the received

SYNs for detecting the attack on itself, and thus it is not necessary to consider the synchronization.

A detection mechanism [89] was proposed based on the fact that some sequences of SYN, SYN-ACK and RTS
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possibly imply the DoS attack. At first, a last mile router observes TCP handshakes (i.e., the sequence of SYN,

SYN-ACK, and RTS) between a MS and a client. Subsequently, relying on unusual TCP handshakes, the router

computes information entropy. Last, there is the SYN flooding attack if the derived information entropy is less than

a threshold value. Also, a Repeated Threshold Violation (RTV) [90] can be used to avoid a false alarm. However,

this work does not discuss the proposed requirements during the collection of the sequence of SYN, SYN-ACK and

RTS. Since the collected data are original data, there are no alarm data and a last mile router collects the sequence

for a MS and a client for each time of detection, the trustworthiness of alarm data, the non-repudiation of alarm

data and the synchronization should not be discussed.

Korczynski et al. proposed a detection mechanism [91] based on the principle that a connection is established

successfully if all packets from a MS include an ACK flag set on and a SYN flag set off. After a broader router

sampled an arbitrary outgoing SYN, it first checks related time. Then, based on the result, the router decides to

either allow the sampled SYN to pass or increase a request counter Rdst. Since an arbitrary incoming packet from

a MS with a set ACK flag and a disabled SYN flag implies a legitimate connection, the router is able to decrease

Rdst. As a consequence, Rdst > Rmax
dst means that there are a large number of connections to a destination address.

3.1.10. Detection Mechanisms against Man-In-The-Middle Attack

The session hijacking attack is a kind of the man-in-the-middle attack. Long and Sikdar proposed detection

mechanisms [92, 93] against the session hijacking attack by employing the abrupt change of RSS caused by this

attack. At first, a receiver measures RSS from a sender. Afterwards, the receiver employs a step function to describe

the change of the RSS. Last, an optimal filter is constructed to identify the session hijacking attack. Nevertheless,

any presented requirements were not considered when a receiver collects RSS from a sender. Also, since the RSS

belongs to original data and the receiver measures the RSS from the single sender instead of more senders for each

time of detection, the trustworthiness of alarm data, the non-repudiation of alarm data and the synchronization

should not be discussed.

In the data packet transmission phase, positive acknowledgement in MAC protocol requires that a receiver must

send an ACK within limited time after receiving a packet from a sender. To ensure that the sender receives the

ACK within the expiration of time, an attacker itself sends the sender the ACK whenever it receives the ACK from

the receiver. Glass et al. proposed a detection mechanism [94] against this attack by using a specific packet that

should not be acknowledged. Specifically, a sender and a receiver secretly agree that designed packets should not

be acknowledged on their first transmission. Then, if the receiver obtains a specific packet, it should not feedback

an ACK to the sender. Since an attacker has no idea about the specific packet, it will send the ACK to the sender,

and thus is recognized. During ACK collection, the real time is achieved due to specific expiration time. However,

the collection fails to ensure other proposed requirements. The trustworthiness of alarm data, the non-repudiation

of alarm data and the synchronization should not be taken into account, because an ACK belongs to original data

and a sender does not collect the ACK from at least two receivers but a single receiver for each time of detection.

Aziz and Hamilton proposed a detection mechanism [95] against the man-in-the-middle attack based on that a

distance-bounding protocol [96] requires a packet to reach its destination timely. A receiver first records the time

at which it receives a packet. Then, the receiver employs a precise timing based static analysis to derive name
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substitutions as the result of communication. Last, the result is able to be employed to define a name integrity

property and the notion of the man-in-the-middle attack.

After obtaining cross-information from distinct sources by using an automated and distributed method, a man-

in-the-middle distributed assessment system [97] classifies certificates into a trusted class and a non-trusted class

when the certificates pass through a specific network. For a query assessment, e.g., whether a Transport Layer

Security (TLS) handshake is trustworthy or not, a detector, who has an embedded Bayesian network issues the

assessment directly extracted from network evaluation. If a node requires obtaining the assessment value about the

trustworthiness of a specific TLS exchange, its own assessment and the assessments, which are collected from some

randomly chosen nodes are integrated. Therefore, the node employs the integrated result to decide whether the

TLS exchange is accepted or not.

3.1.11. Detection Mechanisms against Worm Attack

Considering the worm propagation over the TCP transport, Kim et al. proposed a detection mechanism [98]

based on a signature including IP protocol number, destination port number and byte sequence. The pattern to

generate a signature is called an autograph, which is based on single substring match. If a node finds that the

payload in received network flows matches the byte sequence for the same IP protocol, it considers the payload as

a worm. When a node collects the feature of packets (i.e., IP protocol number, destination port number, and byte

sequence), none of proposed requirements were considered. We should not discuss the trustworthiness of alarm

data, the non-repudiation of alarm data and the synchronization, because the feature does not belong to alarm

data but original data, and a node collects the feature from a single data provider instead of more data providers

for each time of detection.

A polygraph approach [99] employs multiple substrings to generate signatures for detecting a worm that attempts

to modify the sequence of byte flows. In the polygraph, a token-subsequence signature develops a Simplified Regular

Express (SRE) [100]. On the basis of multiple sequence alignment, Tang et al. proposed a detection mechanism

[101], which maintains the distance of invariant contents and the wildcard string alignment. Also, a signature based

on the SRE is able to represent the distance information for the invariant contents, which assists to detect the

polymorphic worm.

Based on the relation of SRE signatures, a new Network-based Signature Generation (NSG) system called

PolyTree [102] was proposed against the polymorphic worm attack. A node first derives signatures from worm

samples. Then, it constructs a tree based on the obtained signatures. The PolyTree can generate accurate signatures

which reflect the relations for multiple worms.

Wang et al. proposed a detection mechanism [103] which generates length-based signatures for detecting the

worms of buffer overflows. The main idea is that to adopt the vulnerability of buffer overflows, an attacker keeps

the length of protocol fields long enough. Concretely, a vulnerability happens if some protocol message is mapped

into existing vulnerable buffers. When an attacker sends a lot of messages to the designed field of a protocol for

buffer overflows, this field is much longer than that of a normal request, which thereby can be employed to detect

worms. Similarly, any proposed requirements were not taken into consideration during the collection of the specific

field length of a protocol. The trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data should not be
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Table 2: Comparison of Security-Related Data Collection Methods in Single Point Detection Mechanisms

Detected

Attack
Reference

Collection

Time

Data

Provider

Data

Forwarder

Data

Collector

Collection

Mode

Collected

Data Type

Jamming

attack

[21] N Message sender NE Message receiver N Packet, RSS

[24] N Message sender NE Message receiver N PDR

[28, 29]

Data packet

transmission

phase

Destination

node
N Each node MAC protocol

The number

of received CTSs

Wormhole

attack

[39, 40] N Message sender N Message receiver N

Packet leash,

sending time,

location information

[17] N Each node
Nodes en route

or each node
Controller

Established

route or flooding

Distance,

neighbor list

Rushing

attack
[49]

Route

discovery phase

Trustee,

recommender
N Trustor AODV protocol

Receiving time

of RREQ, RQres,

and response

packet of RQres,

indirect trust value

Black

hole

attack

[55]
Route

discovery phase

The neighbor

of DPS node
NE DPS node AODV protocol

The number

of RREQs

[58]

Data packet

transmission

phase

2-hop node

en route

from monitor

Monitored

1-hop node

en route

from monitor

Monitor

en route
N ACK

Grey

hole

attack

[66]

Data packet

transmission

phase

The neighbor

of G-IDS node
NE G-IDS node AODV protocol

The number

of data packets

[67]
Route

discovery phase

Monitored

neighbor
NE Monitor AODV protocol

Traffic,

trust value

Packet

dropping

attack

[70]

Data packet

transmission

phase

Nodes

en route

Upstream nodes

of data provider
Source node N

ACK, alarm

packet

[73]

Data packet

transmission

phase

Nodes

en route
NE

The neighbor

of the nodes

en route

N Data packet

Sleep

deprivation

attack

[79]
Route

discovery phase
Source node NE Cluster head node N

The number

of RREQs, RREPs

and RERRs

[80]
Route

discovery phase
Monitored node NE

The neighbor

of monitored node
AODV protocol

The number

of RREQs

Sybil

attack

[83] N
The neighbor

of observer
NE Observer N

The number

of intervals

[86] N Monitored node NE
The neighbor

of monitored node
N RSS

SYN

flooding

attack

[88] N Client NE MS TCP
The number of

received SYNs

[89] N Client, MS N
Last mile

router
TCP

The sequence

of SYN,

SYN-ACK and RTS

Man-in-

the-middle

attack

[92, 93] N Message sender NE Message receiver N RSS

[94]

Data packet

transmission

phase

Message receiver N Message sender MAC protocol ACK

Worm

attack

[98] N N N Each node N

IP protocol number,

destination port

number, byte sequence

[103] N N N Each node N

Length of

designed field

of protocol

N: not specified or supported; NE: non-existent.
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Table 3: Evaluation of Security-Related Data Collection Methods in Single Point Detection Mechanisms

Reference
TSRD

Co
Pr

In Au
NR

RT St Sy
TO TA IPr LPr RPr NRO NRA

[21] N NS Y N N N Y Y Y NS N N Y

[24] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

[28, 29] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

[39, 40] Y NS N N N N Y Y Y NS Y N N

[17] N NS N N N N N N N NS N Y N

[49] Y Y N N N N N N N N Y N N

[55] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

[58] N NS N N N N Y Y Y NS Y Y NS

[66] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

[67] N N N N N N N N N N N N N

[70] N N N N N N N N N N Y N NS

[73] N NS N N N N Y Y Y NS N N NS

[79] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

[80] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

[83] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N Y

[86] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

[88] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

[89] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

[92, 93] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

[94] N NS N N N N N N N NS Y N NS

[98] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

[103] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

NS: not suitable for evaluation; Y: supported or considered.

taken into account since the specific field length does not belong to alarm data but original data. In addition, we

should not discuss the synchronization since each node measures the specific field length of a protocol and does not

collect the security-related data from at least two nodes for each time of detection.

3.2. Intrusion Detection Mechanisms

An IDS is able to recognize some attacks at a time. Due to used detection methods, the IDS can be mainly

categorized into five classes [4]: Anomaly-Based Intrusion Detection System (ABIDS), Knowledge-Based Intrusion

Detection System (KBIDS), Specification-Based Intrusion Detection System, Hybrid Intrusion Detection System

(HIDS), and Other Intrusion Detection System (OIDS), which are introduced in Table 4. We review some existing

IDSs, and then choose representative IDSs for comparing and evaluating involved security-related data collection

methods in Table 5 and Table 6, respectively.

3.2.1. Anomaly-Based Intrusion Detection Systems

Based on the modification of Markov chain classifier, Sun et al. proposed an ABIDS [104] against the disruption

attack that forged RREPs cause. In the route discovery phase of DSR protocol, a node collects following features

as the input of the IDS, namely the change ratio of route entries and the change ratio of the number of hops.

In [105], Sun et al. proposed to detect local intrusions by employing the Markov chain and the Hotelling’s T 2

test. The authors claimed that the mean speed of nodes is not able to represent the dynamics of MANETs and thus
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Table 4: Intrusion Detection Systems

IDS Description

ABIDS The ABIDS derives a model (profile) according to acceptable activities and behaviors, and generates an alarm if monitored

activities or behaviors tremendously deviate from this profile.

KBIDS The KBIDS maintains the patterns of specific attacks and triggers an alarm if observed events match the patterns.

SBIDS The SBIDS first extracts specifications that define correct operations (e.g., the operations of networks and protocols) with

some constrains, and identifies an intrusion if monitored operations deviate from the specifications.

HIDS The HIDS is the combination of ABIDS, KBIDS and SBIDS.

OIDS The OIDS does not belong to the aforementioned IDS types.

it is not efficient to accommodate the impact of mobility. Therefore, a local IDS agent is allowed to periodically

collect a change ratio of local links to adjust the effect of mobility.

In an ABIDS [106], Ye et al. used probabilistic techniques (e.g., Hotelling’s T 2 test and decision tree) to

investigate the frequency and the ordering property of audit data from various sources for recognizing intrusions. A

node having this detection system collects audit data from Sun SPARC workstations and the MIT Lab to evaluate

its performance.

Nadeem and Howarth proposed an Adaptive Intrusion Detection and Prevention (AIDP) system [107] against

the DoS attack caused by the vulnerability of the route discovery of reactive routing protocols. Specifically, a cluster

head node collects the number of RREQs received by each cluster node, and then takes the number as input. In

the proposed system, the chi-square goodness of fit test [108] helps identify the presence of intrusions, and a control

chart adopted in statistical process control [109] assists to recognize malicious nodes.

Zhang and Lee proposed an ABIDS [110] against various attacks at the network layer. In an architecture, each

node acting as an IDS agent collects the Percentage of Changed Routes (PCR) and the Percentage of the Change

in the Hop counts of all routes (PCH) from various sources, and then employs the proposed ABIDS to discover an

abnormal change of routing tables for detecting various intrusions at the network layer. When an IDS agent collects

PCR and PCH from a source, no presented requirements are ensured reasonably. Note that the trustworthiness of

alarm data, the non-repudiation of alarm data and the synchronization are not suitable for evaluating the collection,

since the PCR and the PCH are original data, there exist no alarm data and the IDS agent collects security-related

data from a single source instead of more nodes for each time of detection. Subsequently in [111], Zhang et al.

extended and simulated that architecture.

In [112], Sterne et al. constructed a cooperative IDS architecture against the packet dropping attack. At

first, a leaf node acquires the data about nearby traffic flows either by comprehensively monitoring or from direct

reports. Then, the leaf node sends the acquired data to a cluster head node. After receiving the data, the cluster

head node executes the proposed IDS for detecting whether nodes drop a large number of packets deliberately or

not. Similarly, when a cluster head node collects traffic flows from leaf nodes, the confidentiality, the integrity,

the authentication and the non-repudiation of original data can be satisfied due to the adoption of cryptographic

techniques. In addition, the proposed IDS is to detect the packet dropping attack and thereby the stability was

considered. Unfortunately, other requirements are not met. It is worth noting that the trustworthiness of alarm

data and the non-repudiation of alarm data should not be discussed since the collected data are original data and
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no alarm data exist.

3.2.2. Knowledge-Based Intrusion Detection Systems

State transition analysis [113] can help to maintain well-known attacks for instance as a series of states. By

employing the state transition diagram, an intrusion can be modeled as the sequence of the state changes from

a secure state to a compromised state. Based on the state transition analysis, Vgina et al. proposed a tool

named AODVSTAT [114] for detecting the packet dropping attack and the spoofing attack in AODV protocol. In

AODVSTAT, a node (i.e., an observer) either observes traffic flows from its neighbors or collects UPDATE messages

originated from other observers. Afterwards, the node analyzes the collected data. During the collection of traffic

flows and UPDATE messages, the authentication is achieved since the AODVSTAT can detect the spoofing attack.

When a node collects the traffic flows, it checks whether its neighbor forwards packets within specific time. Therefore,

the collection achieves the real time. Moreover, the AODVSTAT is able to recognize the packet dropping attack,

and thus the stability was considered. However, other requirements were not discussed. We should not discuss the

trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data since the traffic flows and UPDATE messages

are original data.

Smith proposed a KBIDS architecture [115] based on static databases. An IDS agent detects local intrusions

by using collected local audit data. Additionally, the IDS agent is able to cooperate with other IDS agents for

determining an intrusion. When an IDS agent collects audit data, an arbitrary presented requirement was not

discussed.

3.2.3. Specification-Based Intrusion Detection Systems

By using the finite state automata that determines the correct behaviors (i.e., specifications) of nodes with some

constrains, Tseng et al. proposed a SBIDS [116] for OLSR protocols against the DoS attack. A node monitors the

behaviors of its neighbors by collecting Hello messages, Topology Control (TC) messages and local data. Then, the

node compares the monitored behaviors with specifications generated by the finite state automata for identifying

the DoS attack. During the collection of Hello messages, TC messages and local data, the integrity and the real

time were considered since the proposed SBIDS is able to ensure the integrity of route tables in each node and a

specified correct behavior involves a fixed time period for receiving messages. However, other requirements were

not taken into consideration. Similarly, we should not discuss the trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-

repudiation of alarm data, because the collected data are not alarm data. Moreover, Orset et al. proposed an

extended finite state machine [117] through manually extracting some constrains from an IETF specification [118].

By employing a backward tracking-based method [119], a node compares the trace of receiving and sending messages

with specifications generated by the extended finite state machine for recognizing an intrusion. In [120], Tseng et

al. also specified the correct routing behaviors of nodes with a set of constrains. In other words, a generated

specification specifies the valid flow of routing packets for preventing from manipulating the routing packets.

Lin et al. proposed a SBIDS [121] by using a method called Previous Two Forwarders (PTF). The PTF can ensure

the integrity of routing packets for preventing a message field from being tampered. Figure 6 shows an example.

After receiving a RREQ MSA from S, A sends B a PTF (i.e., MAB and MSA). Therefore, the PTF is able to ensure

the correctness of mutual information and non-mutual information, where the mutual information represents hop
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Figure 6: PTF illustration [121]

counts and the non-mutual information means other information such as sequence number, RREQ identity, and IP

address. As a consequence, the PTF enforces the exchange of packets to comply with the specification of an AODV

protocol. The collection of mutual and non-mutual information achieves the integrity, the authentication and the

non-repudiation of original data, because the PTF aims to ensure the correctness of packet exchange. Note that we

should not discuss the trustworthiness of alarm data, the non-repudiation of alarm data and the synchronization

since we consider that the mutual and non-mutual information belongs to original data and a node collects a PTF

from a previously single node instead of more nodes for each time of detection.

To detect the monitored abnormal behaviors of the run time of protocols, Stakhanova et al. proposed a SBIDS

[122] based on the specification of protocols that can be extracted from network traffic flows and expressed as a

graph. In the graph, a node represents a protocol configuration, and directed edges reflect the evolution from a

configuration to another one.

3.2.4. Hybrid Intrusion Detection Systems

Routing protocols keep a routing communication minimal for ensuring efficiency, but thus minimal information

caused is a barrier to a Routing Attack Detection System (RADS). In order to improve the accuracy of the de-

tection against packet dropping attack, spoofing attack, and rushing attack, Joseph et al. proposed a Cross layer

RADS (CRADS) [123]. The CRADS needs to collect evidence from various protocols at distinct layers (i.e., the

network layer, the MAC layer and the physical layer) such that the information about routing behaviors increases.

Based on the Support Vector Machine (SVM), the CRADS employs a non-linear detection technique to ensure the

high efficiency of detection. Moreover, it adopts some data reduction approaches to reduce computation burdens

introduced by a lot of extracted features and the use of SVM. Unfortunately, any presented requirements were not

considered during the collection of evidence. It is not suitable to use the trustworthiness of alarm data and the

non-repudiation of alarm data for evaluation since the evidence does not belong to alarm data.

By extending the AIDP system [107], Nadeem and Howarth proposed generalized intrusion detection and pre-

vention systems [124, 125] for detecting various attacks at the network layer, which are constructed by combining

the ABIDS with the KBIDS. In the route discovery phase of AODV protocol, a cluster head node collects a Network

Characteristic Matrix (NCM) and a Derived Matrix (DM) from cluster nodes, where

NCM ={RREQ,RREP,RERR, TTL, src seq of RREQ, dest seq of RREQ, dest seq of RREP}

DM ={CPO(control packet overhead), PDR,CPD(the number of dropped packets)}
.

Also, the proposed systems use the collected data to recognize intrusions and malicious nodes in a testing phase,

and generate profiles in a training phase. When a cluster head node collects the NCM and the DM, the real time

and the stability were considered since both systems employ TTL, PDR and CPD for intrusion detection. However,
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other requirements are not satisfied. The trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data

should not be taken into consideration, because the collected data are not alarm data.

3.2.5. Other Intrusion Detection Systems

There are some other intrusion detection systems whose types cannot be interpreted. Sanzgiri et al. proposed

a hop-by-hop authentication scheme [126] for resisting attacks launched by external attackers, and more precisely

the authors focused on spoofing, and modifying and fabricating packets in AODV and DSR protocols. The pro-

posed scheme adopts a certification process between nodes to ensure the authentication, the integrity and the

non-repudiation of messages, such that attacks introduced by spoofing and modifying and fabricating packets can

be detected. When a node collects route information from another node (i.e., its neighbor) in a certification process,

the integrity, the authentication and the non-repudiation of original data are achieved due to the goal of the pro-

posed scheme. In addition, the real time aspect was considered since the node uses a timestamp for receiving route

information. However, the collection fails to achieve or consider other requirements. Note that the trustworthiness

of alarm data, the non-repudiation of alarm data and the synchronization should not be considered since the route

information belongs to original data and the node does not collect this information from at least two nodes but a

single node for each time of detection.

Yi et al. proposed a clustered intrusion detection system [127] for detecting the DoS attack and the routing

loop attack in a DSR protocol. First, the proposed system randomly selects a node as a monitor. Second, the

node monitors the behaviors of nodes in its cluster. Last, it detects intrusions locally and globally by checking the

monitored behaviors with the help of a constructed finite state machine. When a monitor collects behaviors, any

presented requirements however were not taken into consideration. Since these behaviors cannot be considered as

alarm data but original data, the trustworthiness of alarm data and the non-repudiation of alarm data should not

be discussed.

4. Open Issues and Future Research Directions

4.1. Open Issues

The completed comparison and evaluation shown in the above tables identify several open issues on security-

related data collection in MANETs.

First, security-related data composition [14, 128] plays an important role in measuring the real-time security of

MANETs and allowing the networks to react efficiently, but literatures lack investigation on security-related data

composition. Based on Table 2 and Table 5, when we consider to integrate a number of detection mechanisms

against main attacks for evaluating the security of MANETs, the integrated detection mechanisms need to collect

a number of types of security-related data. In turn, real time of security-related data collection guarantees the

performance of detection mechanisms, but this was seldom considered as can be seen from Table 3 and Table 6. A

factor that impacts real time is the degree of data composition in the case that composed detection mechanisms

need to collect various types of security-related data, since the transmission of duplicated data intuitively reduces

the efficiency of security-related data collection. However, little work investigated security-related data composition

for evaluating the real-time security of MANETs.
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Table 5: Comparison of Security-Related Data Collection Methods in IDSs

IDS Reference
Collection

Time

Data

Provider

Data

Forwarder

Data

Collector

Collection

Mode

Collected

Data Type

Detected

Attack

ABIDS
[110] N Various sources N IDS agent N PCR, PCH

Various attacks

at the network

layer

[112] N Leaf node N
Cluster

head node
N Traffic flow

Packet

dropping attack

KBIDS
[114] N

Neighbor or

other observers
N Observer

AODV

protocol

Traffic flow,

UPDATE

message

Packet

dropping attack,

spoofing attack

[115] N N N IDS agent N Audit data N

SBIDS
[116] N N N Each node

OLSR

protocol

Hello message,

TC message,

local data

DoS attack

[121] N

Previous

1-hop node

from monitor

N Monitor
AODV

protocol

Hop counts,

sequence number,

RREQ identity,

IP address

The attacks caused

by modification

HIDS
[123] N N N N N

Evidence from

various protocols

at physical layer,

MAC layer and

network layer

Packet

dropping attack,

spoofing attack,

rushing attack

[124, 125]
Route

discovery phase
Cluster node N

Cluster

head node

AODV

protocol
NCM, DM

Various attacks

at network layer

OIDS
[126] N

The neighbor

of data collector
N

Each node

en route

AODV and

DSR protocols

Route

information

The attacks

caused by spoofing,

modification

and fabrication

[127] N
Node in

monitor’s cluster
N Monitor

DSR

protocol

Node’s

behaviors

DoS attack,

routing loop attack

Second, the trustworthiness of collected security-related data [8, 9, 10, 11] was rarely considered in existing data

collection methods, but more attention should be paid to this issue. The result of further analysis might be false

if the data with low trustworthiness are adopted for security measurement. Although some existing data collection

methods allow a data provider to simply contribute its data to a detection result, the same weight is assigned to each

data. For example, each data provider equally contributes its alarm data to a final detection result, and an attack

is recognized if the number of alarms from different data providers exceeds a threshold value [70, 72]. Obviously,

the data from an untrustworthy or low-trustworthy data provider should not be considered or fully considered in

the detection.

Third, few existing security-related data collection methods satisfy the requirements on confidentiality, privacy,

integrity, authentication and non-repudiation [12, 13, 14, 15]. Obviously, these requirements are crucial for achieving

the trustworthy security measurement of MANETs. A general method to achieve the aforementioned properties

is the cryptographic technique such as an encryption scheme and a hash function. However, it is not easy to

achieve security-related data collection with confidentiality and non-repudiation in MANETs. From Table 3 and

Table 6, we can see that some existing security-related data collection methods support non-repudiation, but most

of them require security-related data receivers to release sensitive information to provide a proof such that data
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Table 6: Evaluation of Security-Related Data Collection Methods in IDSs

Reference
TSRD

Co
Pr

In Au
NR

RT St Sy
TO TA IPr LPr RPr NRO NRA

[110] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N NS

[112] N NS Y N N N Y Y Y NS N Y N

[114] N NS N N N N N Y N NS Y Y N

[115] N N N N N N N N N N N N N

[116] N NS N N N N Y N N NS Y N N

[121] N NS N N N N Y Y Y NS N N NS

[123] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N N

[124, 125] N NS N N N N N N N NS Y Y N

[126] N NS N N N N Y Y Y NS Y N NS

[127] N NS N N N N N N N NS N N N

confidentiality cannot be ensured. Therefore, it is also an open issue to enable security-related data collection with

both the confidentiality and the non-repudiation. In addition, it is a challenge to minimize resource consumption

caused by cryptographic techniques.

Fourth, stability [17, 18] was rarely taken into consideration in the existing work, which might cause that

sufficient security-related data cannot be collected to ensure the accuracy of detection. On one hand, some existing

security-related data collection methods use the method of flooding security-related data to ensure the reception

of the data as much as possible, and thus provide high stability but waste resources. On the other hand, other

methods allow a data provider to send security-related data to a data collector via an established route, and thereby

save resources but suffer from low stability. However, the literature lacks an ideal solution that can balance stability

and resource consumption (e.g., power) in a meaningful way.

Fifth, synchronization [19, 20] was seldom considered or achieved in existing security-related data collection

methods. However, it is crucial to achieve the synchronization of various security-related data provided by dif-

ferent data providers, otherwise a detection result might deviate from the truth tremendously. Therefore, data

synchronization becomes an essential requirement for the trustworthy security measurement of MANETs.

Although there are some existing schemes that could ensure many of the proposed requirements, a security-

related data collection method that can satisfy all the proposed requirements is still lacking in MANETs. Therefore,

new mechanisms should be explored in order to fulfill all the requirements towards trustworthy security-related data

collection for MANET security measurement.

4.2. Future Research Directions

Through detailed analysis of the open issues, we suggest a number of research trends with regard to security-

related data collection.

First, it is crucial to study an efficient, privacy-preserving and secure data aggregation method for ensuring

the real-time security measurement of MANETs. In current security-related data collection methods, downstream

data providers in a route not only forward security-related data from upstream data providers to a collector but

also send their own security-related data to the same collector. Intuitively, the efficiency of security-related data

collection is decreased due to data duplication and big data size. It is necessary to innovate a security-related
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data collection method that composes or aggregates the data hop by hop in the route from a data provider to a

data collector. At the same time, this aggregation process (in security-related data collection) is desired to ensure

collection efficiency, privacy and all the proposed security properties (i.e., confidentiality, integrity, authentication,

and non-repudiation). However, an efficient privacy-preserving and secure data aggregation for real-time security

measurement is still missing in MANETs, although there exist many data aggregation schemes.

Second, data truth and quality discovery should be well studied for the purpose of the security measurement of

MANETs. Only according to the collected security-related data, is it essential and hard to compute the truth of each

security-related data. By processing given observation values (including the true data) from different data providers

regarding the same object, existing truth discovery methods can find the true data and evaluate the trustworthiness

of each data provider. The truth discovery might not be employed directly to derive the trustworthiness value of each

collected security-related data, since data providers could generate the security-related data for different objects

and these data might not contain the exact security-related data. Intuitively, distributed trust evaluation is able

to help evaluate the trustworthiness of each collected data due to the distribution nature of MANETs. In addition,

data clustering and classification involved in data mining might be employed to evaluate the trustworthiness of each

collected security-related data. Simultaneously, we should enhance the efficiency of a designed scheme due to the

constrained resource of MANETs.

Third, a future direction could be to design an incentive mechanism for encouraging data providers to honestly

share their security-related data with the aim of improving the accuracy of security measurement. On one hand,

we know that the high stability of security-related data collection guarantees the high accuracy of detection by

enabling generated security-related data to reach a collector as far as possible. On the other hand, to ensure that

enough security-related data can be collected for improving attack detection accuracy, we should also offer data

providers some incentive for security-related data provision. There are many reasons for which data providers

hesitate to share security-related data. For example, data providers might be overloaded, selfish, or in a situation

of low-battery power. Therefore, it is a very interesting and significant issue to design an incentive mechanism for

collecting sufficient and high-quality security-related data.

Fourth, data synchronization mechanisms should be further studied in order to achieve accurate security mea-

surement. As we all know, it is hard to achieve the absolute synchronization in MANETs, but we should make

efforts to reduce the deviation between a detection result and the true result, which could be introduced by non-

synchronization. For example, the distance between a data provider and a data collector might be employed by the

latter to estimate the time when the former generates security-related data. According to the results of estimation,

the data collector can select the security-related data that satisfy some specific degree of synchronization. However,

if the data collector chooses the security-related data with the high degree of synchronization for detection, there

might be few selected data that are eligible, which instead increases the deviation between the detection result and

the true one and decreases the accuracy of detection due to insufficient data for detection. Therefore, the trade-off

between the degree of synchronization and deviation should be considered, and game theory might be an approach

to solve this problem.
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5. Conclusion

The detection mechanisms against main security attacks in MANETs require collecting security-related data.

However, security threats also exist in security-related data collection. We identified a number of requirements

towards trustworthy security-related data collection to combat these threats. Then, we thoroughly reviewed the

existing attack detection mechanisms in MANETs and applied the proposed requirements as criteria to evaluate

their performance in terms of trustworthy security-related data collection. Based on the survey and evaluation,

we identified a number of open issues or challenges. As a consequence, related future research directions were

formulated.
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